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Richard Edwards & Paul Brown—Winners of the 2012 Longmoor Loco

Longmoor Loco — December 2012

OUCH!! This is what happens when you try to be helpful and get out of someone’s way… Hmmm, never again, but more importantly she’s very much
looking her old self again now and just needs a slash of paint to finish!
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CLUB NIGHT IS NOW EVERY THURSDAY
******

at

******

UXBRIDGE CRICKET CLUB
Gatting Way, Park Road, Uxbridge, UB8 1NR
(off the A40, South from Swakeleys Roundabout
and then left at the 2nd set of lights)
Map Reference: 176/063849

HOT FOOD SERVED UNTIL 10.00 PM

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
4th April

Partner’s 20:30 NATTER AND NOGGIN
Club Night

11th April

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

18th April

Club Night 20:30 NATTER AND NOGGIN
Don’t forget to let Tony or Andy G know if you would
like to stand for election to the Council at next week’s
AGM. We are always looking for new and fresh ideas
for the club, so come a join in...
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25th April

Club Night 20:30 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
& AGM
STARTING AT 21:00
Your chance to have a say in the running of the
Club and to volunteer to serve on the Council. If you
feel you would like to assist in any way, contact
Andy Greenland

2nd May

Partner’s
Club Nigh

9th May

Club Night 20:30 NATTER AND NOGGIN— Pre MiddleWick Stages
chat, so come and find out about this weekends
forthcoming rally and how you can help out

11th May

Rally
Setup

Early MIDDLEWICK STAGES SETUP— As ever we
need as much help as possible to set up the rally,
so contact Tony on how and when you can help

12th May

Rally

Early MIDDLEWICK STAGES — One of our two rallies
for this year, so don’t miss out….. See the website
for full details or contact Tony

16th May

Club Night 20:30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

23rd May

Club Night 20:30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

30th May

Club Night 20:30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

6th June

Partner’s
Club Nigh

13th June

Club Night 20.30 NATTER AND NOGGIN

20:30 JOHN’S DARTS CHALLENGE. Come down and
step up to the oche and try out John Gibson’s darts
challenge!

20:00 CONCOURSE NIGHT. Time to polish those wheel
nuts and dust those valve caps—yes, it’s the return
of our legendary concourse night. Paul Hopkinson
will be your judge and there will be classes for all

What do you Want ?
Don’t forget, this is your Club so if
you have any particular activity you
would like included on a Club Night,

or a visit somewhere, please let one
of the Event Co-ordinators know—
see the back of the mag for details.

Editor: Chris Keys Published by MCAC Ltd. St. Joseph’s, Heronsgate, Rickmansworth, Herts. WD3 5DF

MIDDLESEX COUNTY AUTOMOBILE CLUB Ltd. is a member of ACSMC, AEMC & WAMC
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W H A T ‘ S

O N ?

APRIL
4/6th
5/6th
5/6th
5/7th
5/11th
6/7th
6th
12/14th
13th
13th
14th
14th
18/20th
19/20th
20th
21st
21st
21st
21st

AMOC

Cirencester MC
Farnborough DMC
Southern CC

Chelmsford MC

MIDDLESEX
25th
COUNTY AC
25/27th
27/28th
28th
28/4th
MAY
3/5th
3/5th
Cirencester MC
4th
4/5th
5th
5th
10/11th
11th
AMOC
12th
North Humberside
12th
MC
12th
12th

Sanremo Rally Storico
TAC Rally
Bulldog Rally
Bulldog Rally
Abu Dhabi Desert Challenge
Rally of North Wales
Silverstone National Circuit
Rallye de Portugal
Horiba D'Isis Stages, MIRA
Get-It-Sideways Stages, Down Ampney
GP of China
Dimanche Sprint, Rushmo0r Arena
Historic Vltava Rallye
London Rally for Heroes
Somerset Stages
GP of Bahrain
Honington Stages
Monaghan Stages
Donington Park
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING,
UXBRIDGE CC
SATA Rallye Azores, Portugal
Rally de Wallonie
Tour of Hamsterley
Sealine Cross Country Rally

(I)
(I)
(B)
(A)
(I)
(A)
(A)
(I)
(B)
(B)
(I)
(B)
(I)
(B)
(B)
(I)
(B)
(A)
(I)

Rally Argentina
International Rally of the Lakes, Ireland
Corinium Stages 2013, Down Ampney
Pirelli Richard Burns Foundation Rally
Thruxton
Hallamshire Stages, Barkstone Heath
Manx National Rally
Oulton Park International Circuit
GP of Spain, Barcelona

(I)
(I)
(B)
(A)
(I)
(B)
(A)
(A)
(I)

John Overend Stages, Melbourne
Monteberg Rallysprint

(B)
(I)

(-)
(I)
(I)
(B)
(I)

EHSRC
Belgium
RACRC
BRC
FIAWC
BHRC
HRDC TG
WRC
HoE
WC
EHSRC
ASEMC/AEMC
BTRDA
WC
Irish
BTCC

ERC
Belgium
RACRC
FIAWC
WRC
EHSRC
ACSMC
BRC/BHRC
BTCC
MSAAsph
HRDC TG
WC

MIDDX CAC/Green
AEMC/ASEMC/
Belt MC
MIDDLEWICK STAGES, WOODBRIDGE (B) MIDDX
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Ed’s Bit….
crew of Peter Johnson and Simon
Russell to 2nd in class by 1 second.
After losing 2nd in class ourselves on
As you can see from the photo in the
the last stage of the Carfax, we know
inside cover, our 2012 Longmoor
it’s easier to chase than be chased,
Loco didn’t exactly start particularly
but we really were very chuffed to
well, when a late entered 2.5l Mk2
have dragged ourselves back into
Escort was slotted in two cars ahead the top 3. As you can see on the
of us on the first stage. Due to the
cover, it really was a great day for
very short laps, he caught us at a rate MCAC, with Richard Edwards/Paul
of knots in the tightest section inBrown finally taking a well earned
between the old huts, and my attempt victory on the event.
to get out of his way – pulling as far to
the left and actually stopping at the
A couple of final things to wrap up
next 90 right – obviously wasn’t
with. Firstly, it’s the AGM on 25th
enough as he still managed to plough April, and Tony’s back in the chair
after letting me drive last year, so
into the back of me.
come down and have your say. SecThe resulting damage almost jammed
ondly, we have a really packed
the back wheel and our only option
magazine this time, and I even have
was to limp back to service and take
an article or two for the next issues
a maximum. Thanks to the sterling
already, but please, please, please
work of Paul, James and Mike Edkeep sending them in—I can’t do this
wards, they managed to push the
without your input.
bodywork free of the wheel, and we
And finally, as I’m a little late in getwere given the thumbs up by the
ting this issue out, I can now say
scruiteneers to continue.
congratulations and the very best
A couple of shaky stages followed,
wishes to the new Mr & Mrs Lush.
but with conditions far from improving Fi and I were very proud to share
and with the usual Longmoor attrition, Martin & Jennie’s big day and I can
we started to crawl our way up from
honestly say a great day was had by
11th in class. With a stage to go we
everyone!
were 3rd in class, and following a fullChris
blown brains out run on stages now
coated in oil, we pipped fellow MCAC
Welcome to our first mag of 2013,
and more importantly, our first e-Mag!

Contributions and/or pictures for inclusion in future issues of the magazine
should be submitted to Chris Keys at chrisk@mcac.co.uk.
The closing date for the next issue is 15th May 2013
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C h a i r m a n ‘ s
Just back from another soggy Brakefast Autotests and AutoSOLO! It always seem to rain (or snow!) at
Bovingdon. Numbers were down this
year but, despite the weather, a good
day was had by all – including the
competitor who drove down from
Peterborough, did the tests, then
drove back home in an open-top
Caterham!!
The tests were completed relatively
quickly and, after presenting the
awards, we were home just after
4.00pm. After a close contest, FTD
went to Martin Moane – well done
Martin.

C h a t

won by the Chris Keys/Hazel Hopkinson team – still they did share the
chocolates!
Coming up, we have the AGM on the
25th April, when it is your chance to
have a say in the running of the Club
and, if you would like to get more
involved, now is the time to contact
Andy and put your name forward for
the Council.

Looking forward to May, we have the
MiddleWick Stages at Woodbridge
on the 12th and entries are now open
via the event website
www.middlewickstages.co.uk
so put in your entry quickly. If not
The change to a hot buffet for the
entering, your help would be appreciChristmas get-together proved popular ated as assistance is required for the
and will, hopefully, be repeated next
set-up, marshalling and, of course,
December. Another good evening at
take-down. If you can, please offer
MRPOONS for the Dinner but a
your help over the weekend in order
shame that more of the award winners to make the event a success.
were not in attendance. If you won an
award but couldn’t get to the dinner,
In July, we have our evening at the
please contact me to arrange collecAce Café on Saturday 13th and the
tion at Club or an event – otherwise
following day we are organising a
they will gather some more dust in my special event for them to celebrate
loft.
their 75th Anniversary. It will be a
large event and we will need lots of
There was a good attendance at the
assistance, so please keep the
March Partner’s Night for Martin
weekend free and look out for future
Lush’s Logo Quiz – or was it to see
announcements.
Chimpy and Sandra who were over
from Australia for a short visit?
Well, that’s probably enough for
now - see you at the AGM.
Probably the latter but either way 6 or
7 teams entered the quiz, which was
Tony
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MiddleWick Stages 2013
Sunday 12th May 2013 at MOD Woodbridge
Last year we experimented with a new section through
the buddleia but that didn’t really work, so this year we
are omitting that portion and returning to the more
usual layouts, which will allow us to offer around 65
miles of competitive action over the eight stages.
Regs now available on the MCAC website, as are an
On-line Entry Form and Unseeded Entry List. There is
plenty of other info on the event page, or contact Tony
if you can help on the day or set up on the Saturday.
As ever, we’re running the event in aid of the Lynda
Jackson Macmillan Centre plus this year the Isabel
Hospice.

MCAC 2012 Awards
After the publication of the last issue there were, of course, a few late claims
so the list of awards presented varied slightly from those published in the last
issue.
The Stephen’s Trophy (Leading Off Road Driver) was won by Sav Johal and
the Junior Trophy went to Hari Johal, following their successes at the Simply
Sideways AutoSOLO last August, while the Norman Tipping Memorial Cup,
for the Most Frequent Competitor, actually went to Peter Cox. Unfortunately,
there were no nominees for the Best Newcomer, Poxon, Bengt Armco or
President’s Awards.
If you didn’t collect your award(s) at the Dinner, please contact Tony to arrange alternative collection at Club or an event.
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Rallying in Evos - Fun Times Part 1 Sitting with Palmer
By Steve Greenhill
I have to give credit to Jaz Bareham
for inspiring me to hit the keyboard
with this effort. So thanks Jaz, your
piece on the Ulster Rally in the Middlesex Mag of December 2012 gave
me the kick I needed to finally write
an article of my own. Oh and I was
there in Ulster as well, co-driving
Geoff Taylor's blue Imp Sport. You
may recall that I was the one talking
nonsense every time we came in to
service!
But let's get on to the Evo's. My first
Evo season came from a chance visit
to Oakington in 2002, to marshal and
see how my friends Russell and Donald Hale of Ware Garages fared in
their Clio. Not well as it turned out.
But while we were chatting in the service area Donald said "What are your
plans for next year". As the answer
was not much, I said "Not much".
Then he asked me if I fancied a season in a new Evo 7, fully supported
by Mitsubishi Motorsport UK. Not a
difficult decision, so it was time to
sign up and get a few more details.

by Panasonic Batteries. The car was
to be built by Dave Sellens Engineering to full international Group N specification, no expense spared. The car
would be owned by Ware Garages
but Mitsubishi would fund all running
costs and development. Their benefit
from the project was the creation of a
standard specification for the Group
N car and promotion of direct sales of
Ralliart parts. At the time there was
great concern at Colt Cars, Mitsubishi
UK importers, over "grey imports" of
Ralliart parts.

While Dave was busy building the
car, we decided that it would be a
good plan to do some practice events
in Palmer's Evo 6 Group A car. This
had also been built by Dave and was
a real flying machine. So in November 2002 we all assembled at the
Tempest Rally. From the off it was
clear why Palmer had been so successful in rallycross. On the ever
changing surfaces of the Rushmoor
stage, he adapted instantly to the
available grip levels. The times were
looking very good and a win was
The driver was to be Steve Palmer,
looking possible. The only downside
always subsequently referred to as
was that despite having done a num"Palmer", to avoid confusion with two ber of stage rallies with Bruce Harper
Steves in the car. He was previously from Dumfries, he was not too good
a leading rallycross driver in his Metro at listening to notes and a number of
6R4 and Escort Cosworth, supported overshoots made life even more ex-
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citing. After what is often described
as a frank exchange of views we arrived at an understanding; he did the
steering wheel and pedals stuff and I
told him where we should be going!
Sadly this promising start came to a
sudden halt in Longmoor when a
driveshaft snapped coming out of a
chicane. Much cursing from Palmer
followed by a long wait for Dave to
arrive with the trailer.
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rain, the stage was at last closed. To
get the car out, the organisers sent in
a vast logging truck with integral
crane, normally used for loading logs
onto its trailer. It did the job and
Dave had some more work to do.
Palmer's girlfriend, in his Ferrari, was
handily placed at the forest exit and
off he went back to Kent. Dave and I
met up with Bruce as planned in a
nearby pub. Trouble was we were
very late and he had kept himself ocUndaunted, we then set off for the
cupied drinking with the barman. We
Galloway Hills Rally in far off Scotdropped him off at home, propping
land. Being based close to Dumfries, him up in the porch and driving off
we stayed at Bruce's guest house. It very swiftly before his wife appeared.
was the real deal, with tartan wallpaper and carpets. And plenty of
So on to 2003. The Evo7 programme
whisky too. Which was handy, bewas launched on the Mitsubishi Mocause just before the rally Palmer had torsport stand at the Autosport Show
put his back out getting off his camp
at the NEC. The car looked great,
bed during an all night fishing sesAlister McRae was there and the time
sion. This was to be the first instance for the on stage interview has arrived.
of the "Palmer Factor". At first the
Where is Palmer? No one knows, so
rally went well, as we passed numer- I do the interview. No problem, typious cars on the stages due to some
cal co driver, lots to say about nothing
questionable seeding. Then it took a in particular!
downturn. On a long fast left hander
we slid off the track into a gully full of Onwards to the press day. Somerley
tree stumps. After some crashing
Park (Sunseeker stage venue) is
and banging everything went quiet.
hired, I travel down with Dave and the
We were stuck, badly stuck. And it
rally car. All the great and good of
was raining, but we agreed that it
Mitsubishi UK are in position, the
would be wise to get out before anphotographer is ready, but where is
other car came in to join us. Unfortu- Palmer? Well late as usual and Paul
nately Palmer of the bad back could
Brigden, Head of Mitsubishi Monot get himself out without a handful
torsport UK is looking decidedly unaof painkillers and much lifting input
mused. But no matter, here comes
from me.
Palmer in his Shogun. Out he steps on crutches! He has broken his left
After many hours watching rally cars ankle on a motocross bike while on
in the gathering gloom and constant
holiday in Spain. The look on Mr
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Brigden's face was a picture! But no
matter, after some jiggling about with
the ankle in plaster and stowing the
crutches in the car off we go. And he

is amazing. Very very fast and we
get all the publicity photos done
(ankle out of shot!). Plus some development work.

I’m the good looking one on the left!
Here's a bit of spec of the car for
those with technical heads. State of
the art bodyshell with top of the range
Custom Cages rollcage, HKS engine.
Hewland gearbox (fantastically expensive). Dampers were development Proflex, 3 way adjustable with
roller bearing piston rods. PIAA lighting. Coralba tripmeter, to keep me
happy. Just the best of everything
available at the time. An amazing
car, painted in Mitsubishi Red so it
looked fantastic too, as you can see
above.

to the car, some of which took us forward, some backward.

On the events, the "Palmer factor"
was ever present, bringing with it a
random element of craziness which
Russell, Donald, Dave and I did our
best to hide from Paul Brigden and
the rest of the Mitsubishi Management who tended to appear without
warning in the service area or at
stage stop controls. At the time,
Ware Garages was the leading dealer
for Evo sales in the UK and Russell
and Donald were very keen to protect
We contested the ANCRO Champion- their reputation. As co driver I was
ship, not being permitted to enter the also required to be driver manager,
Evo Challenge as we effectively had which at times stretched my diploa works car. During the year a series macy skills to the limit.
of upgrades and changes were made
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Getting Palmer to be in the right place
at the right time was a major challenge, as was ensuring that his various female companions were kept
apart. More than one of them did
occasionally arrive at the same event.
Keeping an ex wife occupied in a hotel bar for a few hours, is that a normal part of the co driver's job? But

when the man was in the rally car, he
was a pleasure to sit with. Fantastic
car control, understood exactly what
was needed to develop the car so
was very good at set up changes. He
once asked Dave to lift the front ride
height by 5mm and even I could feel
the difference. The times improved
dramatically too.

I won't take you all through the season rally by rally but there were some
significant high and low points. Such
as on the Manx National. A real
Palmer event with different grip levels
all through the route. We were going
very well indeed and arrived at the
Druidale stage. Those who know it
will agree that it is not for the faint
hearted, particularly the narrow section which goes downhill off the main
road into the dale itself. Lots of
jumps and big drops off the edge. So
we're going very quickly down this
section on a long left hander when
the car suddenly snaps sideways.
Palmer catches it in an instant, before

we head over the edge into a certain
huge accident. At the stage stop control he says "Goodness me that was a
close one old chap, not entirely sure
what happened there". Or words to
the same effect in the usual colourful
Palmer style. What happened was
that in the right rear damper the piston had come off the end of the piston
rod. So an instant loss of damping.
Exciting result! But the man was
awesome.
The 2003 Mutiny Rally was our
nemesis. Before the event our engine management man engaged in
much laptop fiddling without much in
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the way of explanation. Worrying.
But all goes well until, midway
through the Halfway Forest stage, we
come to a Square Right into Hairpin
Left. All called in good time by your
humble scribe. But just when the car
should be slowing, it carries on at
undiminished pace. A swift expletive
from Palmer, who throws it sideways
into the Square Right. All good for a
very short time, until we hit the felled
tree trunk hidden in the undergrowth.
A few rolls later we are upside down
by the exit from the Hairpin Left. All
this excitement has been captured on
camera, followed by the camera crew
rolling the car back onto its wheels.
Great footage! The car is, sadly,
wrecked and will need reshelling.
Palmer decides that he's had enough
of throttles that stick open at 5,000
rpm so we limp out of the forest. But
just in case we thought things could
not get worse, as we made our way
down the dual carriageway off the
Epynt Ranges, a sheep ran out in
front of us. Hit the sheep, destroying
the previously undamaged front

bumper plus intercooler and radiator.
But worse still, braking hard in an effort to avoid said sheep, we were hit
hard up the rear by someone else's
chase car. That destroyed the rear
bumper and boot floor. If you're having a bad day it may as well be a very
bad day!
All in all it was a great season. Mitsubishi were very happy with the exposure it achieved, particularly in Japan,
and the car specification formed the
basis for the cars subsequently used
in the PWRC. I learnt lots about
driver management and Palmer eventually managed to listen to the words
coming through the intercom. The
car was eventually sold and went to
Ireland. But my memories of it and
Palmer live on.
Hope that was ok Jaz, do let me
know. More to come.
Cheers, Steve Greenhill
spongehead27@gmail.com

Airborne on the Manx
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Huntsman Rally — 31st June 2012
(Carlton & District MC)
A shortage of articles it said in last
month’s mag, so I thought lets contribute something and write about an
event I did in 2012.
The Huntsman Rally is a daylight endurance/historic event in Derbyshire
run under road rally rules. Basically
12 off-road tests and 3 regularities.
It’s open to road rally class cars of
any capacity and historic cars. It used
to be part of the Endurance championship (1.4 litre cars only), but it
struggled to get the entries that the
more southern Endurance events get,
so they opened it up to allow all engine sizes.

on the morning of the rally, so we
could have a late start. Although I
don’t think we would have been far
from the back of the field anyway,
due to a lack of recent seeding info,
as I’ve only done one event since
1980.

At this point I should mention my codriver Andy Smith. This was Andy’s
first motorsport event of any kind.
Andy had willingly stepped in as I’d
had no luck in getting an experienced
navigator (this has been a problem
throughout the year and seems to be
a bigger problem nowadays than it
was when I used to rally in the seventies). The idea was that we would get
This was apparently the second year to the start nice and early, giving us
it had run in its current format, and
plenty of time to have a look at the
once again it had a near full entry.
paperwork and for Andy to acclimaWe had entered my Endurance spec tise himself, as I’ve got a little bit of
Citroen AX 1.4 GT. This means stan- navigating experience from back in
dard 1.4 litre engine/transmission, but the seventies (surely it can’t have
you are allowed to fit harder springs
changed that much?).
and shocks, harder brake pads and
shoes, a roll cage and sump/tank
Anyway, best laid plans and all that.
guard etc; so basically a fairly cheap On the way up the M1 the trailer
format.
nearside wheel studs sheared near
Watford Gap Services. Luckily the
We only entered the event in the
wheel stayed on due the protruding
week before, so as the final instruccentre drum hub and the edge of the
tions were already out we didn’t apmudguard. In fact if it wasn’t for the
pear on the entry list. We asked the
noise coming from the trailer I wouldorganisers to seed us at the back of
n’t have known anything about it.
the field (which turned out to be number 55) due to us having to drive up
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We blagged the manager of the service area restaurant to let us leave
the tow car and trailer in the staff car
park. We unloaded the trailer and
proceeded to load the rally car up
with any spares we thought we might
need and set of for the start. We had
lost a good couple of hours at this
point, so we had to drive the rally car
up the M1 at a good lick. This is
where I wished I’d got the wheels balanced. Maybe it’s to do with me being
an old git now, but it was the most
uncomfortable motorway journey I’ve
ever had, the car vibrating and shaking as we drove a lot faster than we
should of done on a public road.
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The format of the rally was 6 tests
followed by 3 regularities (with, I
think, easier navigation on these
regularities for novice navigators us), a lunch break, and then another
6 tests, all linked by about 80 noncompetitive miles on the public roads,
finishing at about 4pm.

I should mention that while all this
was going on Andy had been on his
smart phone and had managed to
locate someone to come out to look
at the broken trailer (we’d already
tried the RAC, as I‘m member, but I
was told “we don’t do trailer recovery,
but can arrange it for you for about
£400” – marvellous - not). To cut a
We arrived at the start with not much long story short this guy came out to
time to spare and got handed a mas- look at the damage and gave us a
sive pile of paper at signing on and
quote over the phone, but underproceeded to try and make some
standably due to getting spares etc,
sense of it in the small amount of time couldn’t do the work until the followwe had before we started. With the
ing week. I decided not to let him do
help of some other competitors we
the repair and what would he charge
managed to get a rough idea of what to tow it back. I was expecting a
we were doing (and to be fair to the
charge of £200 plus, but he said £50
organisers, in retrospect, the paper
– deal done.
work was actually quite good, once
we’d managed to see the wood for
Getting back to the rally, the first four
the trees).
tests were slippery woodland tracks
made up of a short mile and half test
We were in such a rush that I didn’t
followed by a two and half mile test
even get a chance to say hello to Rob and then both these tests were reBrook, who I’d noticed was co-driving peated. The first three tests all went
for Chris Newlove in his historic Mini. ok, apart from getting a bit confused
Due to the “three rallies in one forat test 1 finish and slowing down a lot
mat” of the Huntsman, the Historics
too early, but we were learning, so
were the top seeds, which meant Rob this was ok. Then on test 4 the old
was starting about an hour in front of red mist came down – there was a 45
us.
left leading into a 90 right (where
there was a Puma off in the ditch). On
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the first pass (test 2) I felt I could gain
a bit more time through the 45 left, so
on the second pass (test 4) I tried to
make up this time – mistake – off we
went into the sticks. Luckily, due to
being last car on the road we didn’t
have long to wait to get towed out by
the course closing vehicles and also
with the help of the guys in the Puma
at the 90 right who’d we’d also helped
to pull out.
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The afternoon was fairy uneventful
from the driving point of view with the
just six tests (more woodland and
farm tracks and even a proper
splashy ford). The only problem being
that it turned out that we had been
getting the test Passage Control (PC)
signatures on the wrong sheet of paper. We had been getting the morning
ones on the afternoon sheet and vice
versa. This presumably wasn’t a
problem in the morning, although I did
The car was undamaged apart from a remember a few marshals giving us
few dents under the floor where the
funny looks and consulting with a colcar had been wedged on a tree
league before they signed the sheet.
stump (good job I’d put the brake
pipes inside the car the week before). Anyway in the afternoon at the first
We managed to do the last two morn- test we lost a load of time as the maring tests without going OTL and
shal wouldn’t sign the PC sheet
eventually got to the start of the regu- unless we modified it (obviously we
larities. The couple in the van who’d
didn’t have the afternoon sheet as we
towed us out on test 4 were at the
had wrongly given it in at the halfway
first regularity control, and to their
MTC). So at this point Andy said
credit were very helpful in giving us
would you sign a fresh sheet of paper
the navigation in the “easiest” way
if he wrote the number of the test and
possible. We started the section, but passage control and they agreed to
we soon realised this was going to be this. So this is how we carried on for
too difficult, and as we were on the
the rest of the afternoon and to their
verge of OTL, we were acutely aware credit most of the marshals accepted
that we were in danger off booking in this as an honest mistake and signed
to the halfway Main Time control late. our makeshift PC sheet, although we
This would of meant exclusion from
did loose a bit of time on some of
the rally, so we decided to cut the
these tests as we had do an ultra
regularities, after all I wasn’t really
quick explanation of what we had
doing the rally to do the regularities,
done so they would sign.
they were just a means to an end, so
I could drive some good off-road tests We may also have picked up a 30sec
for a good price.
“failure to stop astride the line” penalty at test 10 finish control. On EnWe got to the halfway MTC in good
durance events you basically have to
time and had our 2-course lunch (all
stop with the car astride an imaginary
part of the £80 entry fee).
line, indicated by cones or flags either
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side of the car. The marshal stops the
clock when you are finally stationary.
You then slowly drive forward to the
marshals to get the time recorded on
your timecard. If I remember it correctly we came tanking flat out
around a fast left with just enough
space to stop in time for the finish line
(this was the second pass of this test,
so I’d remembered it from the first
time through). Unfortunately I hadn’t
allowed for the fact that there would
be another rally car sitting on the finish line. There was no way we would
be able to stop astride the finish line,
so I ended up going up on the grass
verge/ditch to the right of the stationary car and managed to stop in what I
thought was adjacent to the “correct
place”, but not between the cones. I
think we were penalised for this, but
I’m not sure because our time was
only 10 secs slower than the first
pass of the test and as it seems as
both of these tests were cleaned by
us and a few other cars it seems they
might have added the penalty to our
actual time rather than to the bogey
time (which doesn’t seem right to me
– surely the penalty should be added
to the actual relevant time, in this
case the bogey time). Anyway it
worked to our benefit as it meant we
were only in effect penalised 10 secs.
Although this still leaves me with the
question of what you’re supposed to
do in similar situations in the future.
Are you supposed to wait behind the
car that is in the control? Does the
marshal give you a time in those circumstances?
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Finally we arrived at the finish and
gave in the remainder of our paperwork. We explained to the organisers
our PC errors and presumably they
must have accepted our efforts to put
right our mistake as we were classified as finishers. We finished second
from last due to cutting the regularities; the only crew behind us was the
Puma who was stuck in the ditch near
us in the morning.
We were totally knackered, but had
thoroughly enjoyed an eventful days
rallying. Andy had thoroughly enjoyed
his first event (I had obviously deliberately engineered the going off and
getting going again on test 4 and all
the messing around with the trailer to
make Andy’s day more exciting – I
wish!).
When we saw the results it seems
that my off on test 4 was not really
necessary as we were plenty fast
enough the first time through on test
2 as we were 5th fastest o/a. On five
of the other tests we were fastest or
joint fastest o/a (due to 30mph average necessary under historic/road
rally rules - I suspect these tests with
joint fastest times really meant that a
few of us had beaten the bogie time).
I managed to catch up with Rob
briefly at the finish and it was great to
find that Chris and him had won the
historic part of the event in their Mini.
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Overall a great event, £80 entry fee,
25/30 miles of tests, challenging
woodland or farm tracks (slippery,
mud/gravel and not too rough), helpful and friendly organisers. Obviously
due to keeping the average to 30
mph it meant there were a few chicanes on the tests and passage controls, with lots of 1st and 2nd gear
work, although you were getting into
3rd gear a fair bit and probably getting the occasional 70mph (or whatever 5000rpm in 3rd is). The tests
were proper tracks, without the need
for masses of cones, great to drive,
but if you got it wrong, it could be a bit
more terminal than on a wide-open
airfield.

of practice on some 12 cars or something before 2013’s event.
As regards the problems with the
trailer – it was delivered back to Uxbridge on Monday morning as agreed
for £50. I actually gave the guy an
extra £20 in the end - never know
when we might need him again.

A few days later I got an email from
the organisers. To our amazement
and surprise the organisers had given
us the Spirit of the Rally Award (a
large shiny trophy which arrived in the
post a couple of days later). It
seemed the organisers were aware of
our problems with the trailer and our
visit to the sticks, and the fact that we
I would thoroughly recommend this
had pressed on and set some good
event for anyone wanting a cheap off- test times, decided to award it to us.
road rally. It reminded me of the club
stage events you used to have in the Finally, I’m still looking for a semiseventies. The only drawback is the
experienced navigator, if anyone fanneed for a competent navigator due
cies some endurance events in 2013
to the regularities (I wouldn’t have
(and I’ll write about them, if you want
them at all if I had my way, but you
– maybe that will put people off?).
can’t have everything). Andy wants to Contact me: Gary Ward garypdo it all again, so we might have a bit ward@hotmail.com 07764 613460

ACSMC Marshal’s Briefing
Brooklands Museum 10th February 2013
Organised by ACSMC and presented
by Steve Castle, Chris Bird and Jon
Cordery, a marshal’s briefing was
held in the Napier Room at the Brooklands Museum on Sunday 10th February.

The meeting explained the changes
concerning rallying in the current edition of the Blue Book. It started with
an explanation of the new grading
system for MSA registered marshals
from cadet marshal (for those aged
11 to 16 years)
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up to senior marshal./ There will also
be ‘expertise’ categories for those
wishing to progress beyond ‘rally marshal, these comprise timing marshal,
radio marshal and sector marshal.
There is scope for multi-tasking so a
marshal may follow more than one of
these disciplines. We were told the
requirements for both attendance and
training in order to upgrade to the
next level.

ing of track side signage.

Next on the agenda was a short discussion regarding the change from
red flags to stop a stage to yellow
ones (violently opposed by Brian
Catt). This change is to bring the UK
in line with current FIA regulations. It
was suggested that a yellow flag
would be lost amongst the plethora of
yellow hi-viz jackets and tabards
along the rout of the stage.

After the meeting finished, we were
allowed a free tour of the Brooklands
Museum. This was a fascinating experience and has prompted me to
visit again when the weather is not so
inclement. Spread throughout the
various sheds on the site could be
found cars, racing cars, motor cycles
and aircraft including Concorde (GBBDG), a Comet 4, a BAC 1-11 and
a Hawker Harrier. In another shed
was a collection of aircraft engines
(including the obligatory push buttons
to show them ‘working’), and another
had a display of F1 cars throughout
the ages, including a McLaren of Ayrton Senna’s, with a further car fixed to
the ceiling (supposedly to demonstrate the downforce generated by F1
cars).

Finally, we were presented with a
short quiz regarding stage furniture
and the positions of signs. This
proved that many people present
were unfamiliar with the correct plac-

It was a pity that the weather was so
bad that we were not able to look too
long at the outside exhibits, so another trip in the summer is definitely
on the cards.
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Middlesex County Automobile Club Ltd.
(Company Limited by Guarantee)
Companies Act 1985 and the former Companies Acts

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting ("AGM") of
Middlesex County Automobile Club Ltd. ("the Club") will be held on:Thursday 25th April 2013 at 9pm
At Uxbridge Cricket Club, Gatting Way, Uxbridge. UB8 1NR
to conduct the following business:‑
1 Consideration of:‑
a) the minutes of the Annual General Meeting of the Club held on
26th April 2012;
b) the Annual Report of the Council of Management of the Club;
c) the Financial Accounts for the year ending 31st December 2012;
2
Election of the Officers of the Club;
3
Election of the Council of Management of the Club;
4
Consideration of any further business proposed by persons duly qualified to attend and vote at the AGM.
Club members are reminded that, pursuant to clause 49 of the Articles of the
Club, any member wishing to be elected to Council must:‑
a)
b)
c)
d)

prepare a notice in writing nominating him or herself for Council membership;
arrange for the notice to be signed by a person duly qualified to attend
and vote at the AGM;
prepare a further notice in writing stating his or her willingness to be
elected to Council and sign this notice him or herself;
forward both notices to the Secretary not more than 28 days nor less
than 4 days before the date fixed for the AGM.

This procedure is not necessary for any persons already members of Council
who will be seeking re‑election after retiring from Council at the AGM pursuant to Clause 46 of the Articles of the Club.
By Order of the Council of
Management.
A. P. J. Greenland
Secretary.
14th December 2012

Registered Address:‑
St Josephs, Heronsgate,
Rickmansworth, Herts.
Registration No. 1186777
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Chief Marshal’s Corner
On 14th April the Dimanche Sprint is cester, Gloucestershire.
being held at Rushmoor Arena please
see www.farnboroughdmc.org.uk for The event will be run over a maxiregs
mum of 10 stages and approximately
51 stage miles of mostly sealed conLondon Rally For Heroes is being
crete surface for an entry fee of
held on the 19th, 20th April 2013 and £195.00.
regs are out now – see their website
londonrallyforheroes.com or contact
Entry Secretary - Phil Cork enthe Comp Sec Chrissie Chorley at
try@cheltmc.com. Chief Marshal secretary@londonrally.net
Sheila Gidley marshal@cheltmc.com
Volunteers Manager is Matthew
01242 691702 (18:00-21:00 only)
Fowle - volunteers@londonrally.net
Marshals are required for this years
Entries now open for Motorsport At TSH stages at RAF Portreath.
The Palace. New for 2013 they are
Taking place over the weekend of
offering online entries as we believe
17th, 18th and 19th May.
this is easier and more efficient for all Details of entry can be found http://
of us. However, should you not be
www.facebook.com/l/
able to complete the form online
MAQHTHgK_AQGIKi54jarYaBCtAplease contact the secretary of the
myjn0nlJ_1MpJXs2gbRg/
meeting at
www.shmc.co.uk/index.php/events/
competitors@ motorsportatthepaltsh-stages
ace.co.uk
We have also set up a dedicated
For those that enter the Rally of the
Facebook page for MARSHALS
Midlands, this this years event has
ONLY as follows http://
been cancelled due to securing ven- www.facebook.com/
ues – see their website for more degroups/205362022939736/
tails.
Finally, Harrow Car club are organisKings Lynn MC have confirmed there ing two North Weald Sprints on:
will be no Richard Burns Memorial
Rally at Marham in 2013 due to unSunday 21 April 2013
availability of the venue, but they do
Sunday 29 September 2013
hope to be able to run in 2014.
Regards
Cheltenham Motor Club Get it Sideways Rally is on Saturday 13th April Darren
at Down Ampney Airfield, Nr CirenChief Marshal
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Airfields, Motorsport and the
Middlesex Connection — Part 2
By Graham Tuer

Continuing the article of airfields’ un- camouflage the site, despite which
known histories .......
the
factories
were
extensively
bombed in 1940.
Brooklands
Following a national speed limit of
20mph imposed in 1903, it was decided that a new high-speed test
venue was required to prevent the
decline to the fledgling car industry.
Opened in 1907, this was the world’s
first purpose-built venue for motor
racing, capable of hosting up to
287,000 spectators. Just eleven days
after opening, it played host to the
world’s first 24-hour race, with flares
and railway lamps marking the circuit
at night.
Closed to motor racing at the start of
the First World War, Vickers Aviation
set up a factory and by 1918 had become Britain’s largest aircraft manufacturing centre. Racing resumed in
1920 after extensive track repairs and
the first Grand Prix race was held in
1926, leading to improved facilities at
the circuit. Massed start cycle racing
was held there during the 1930s as
these had been banned on public
roads.

1937 GP poster
Post-war Vickers produced aircraft
such as the Viking, Varsity, Viscount,
Vanguard, VC10 and BAC OneEleven transport aircraft, as well as
the Valiant (Britain’s first V-bomber),
the ill-fated TSR-2 and major assemblies for Concorde. Sections of the
banking were removed in 1951 to
allow the Valiant to fly to nearby Wisley where further testing could be
completed.

The circuit hosted its last race in 1939
as, once again, the site was to be Today it forms part of the Brooklands
used for Hurricane fighter and Wel- Museum and has regularly featured in
lington bomber aircraft production. period TV and films.
The circuit was planted with trees to
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Oxfordshire, it was built during WW2
and used for training bomber crews.
Longcross
Originally built during the war as a
tank factory, the test track was used
to provide additional testing facilities
to those on Chobham Common,
which suffered more damage from
the tanks than to enemy bombing!
Development continued after the war.
Vickers Vanguard
including that of Chobham Armour,
Debden
which is fitted to the latest Challenger
Opened in 1937 as part of the pre- tanks.
war expansion programme, Debden
acted as a Sector Station (it controlled other airfields) during the Battle of Britain, helping to defend the
East coast and Thames estuary. In
February 1941 a lost German pilot
landed, taxied to the control tower
and quickly realizing his mistake, departed in haste.
Northolt
The USAAF took over the airfield in
September 1942 with Spitfire, Thun- The oldest RAF airfield still in use, it
derbolt and Mustang fighters used to was built for the Royal Flying Corps in
attack airfields and other targets in 1915 (the RAF wasn’t formed until
1918), in what was then rural Middlenorthern Europe.
sex, named Northolt after the nearest
Postwar, Debden became a technical railway station, to provide defence for
base, with signals, dog handling and London.
bomb disposal units, the latter giving
rise to the name for the club’s Bomb It played a key role in the Battle of
Along Stages rally. The RAF left in Britain in 1940, hosting the first Polish
the 1980s and the base became the squadrons whose pilots had escaped
Carver Barracks for the Army’s Royal from the continent. Camouflaging the
Engineers.
airfield to resemble the surrounding
housing (including a fake stream
painted across the main runway)
Enstone
caused many pilots difficulty in locating the field.
Now a small civilian airfield in
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Army barracks, in addition to an immigration centre.
Short Stirling bomber
Hawker Hurricane
of 303 (Polish) Squadron
Northolt remained a fighter base
throughout the war, flying Rhubarb,
Rodeo and Circus fighter sweeps
across northern France. Post-war it
served as London’s first airport, prior
to Heathrow’s opening in 1954, it is
now used by RAF communications
squadrons (used to transport VIPs),
civilian business jets and appears in
several films due to the close proximity of Pinewood Studios. You never
know, one day we might be allowed
to play with our cars there!
Oakington
Cambridgeshire and East Anglia was
perfect for the creation of airfields for
Bomber Command. Oakington
opened in 1939 with light bomber
squadrons, which were soon sent to
France, most of which were destroyed. 1941 saw the first heavy
bomber squadron created with the
Short Stirling, (larger than the famous
Lancaster) and a specialist photoreconnaissance unit with Mosquitos.

Silverstone
Built for bomber training in 1943, it
had a short life with the RAF. Following closure in 1946, it held its first
race meeting the following year and
the British Grand Prix in 1948, using
the old perimeter roads and runways
as the circuit.
Woodbridge

Being close to the Suffolk coast,
Woodbridge was built in 1943 as one
of three emergency airfields for damaged aircraft returning from raids on
Germany. In one incident in 1944, a
German night fighter containing the
latest radar, misread their bearing by
180 degrees and mistakenly landed
Post-war, Oakington saw training
at Oakington, allowing counter meassquadrons with Vampire jets and Var- ures to be fitted to RAF bombers.
sity transports. Once the need for
piston-engined aircraft were no longer By the end of the war over 4,000
emergency landings had been perrequired in the 1970s, Oakington
formed. With its long runway, it was
closed for RAF use and became an
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ideal for use by the USAF fighters, quired, alongside continued mainteand all types were based there nance of newer jet fighters.
throughout the Cold War until their
withdrawal in 1992.
From 1970 the 67th Air Rescue and
Recovery Squadron was based there
with Hercules and CH53 helicopters
for rescue and special operations.
They were used to assist in the Zeebrugge disaster of 1987. Since 2006
the base has been home to 23 Engineer Air Assault Regiment.
Wroughton
Built in 1940 near Swindon to act as a
maintenance depot for aircraft requiring modification or major repair. The
Spitfire was one such aircraft that
could not be easily repaired at squadron level. Over 7,000 aircraft of more
than 60 types were repaired or modified at Wroughton throughout the war.
From 1943, space was required for
the ever-increasing numbers of Horsa
gliders required for the forthcoming
invasion of France (D-Day), over 600
being constructed from pre-fabricated
components on site.

Horsa Glider
Westland helicopters moved to the
site in 1960, the Royal Navy taking
over from the RAF in 1972, as they
were then responsible for helicopter
maintenance. From 1978 the Science
Museum took over the site, using the
many hangers for storage. Plans are
to open these, containing many unseen objects, to the public in the near
future.
I hope these articles have encouraged you to view those (apparently)
boring airfields and other locations in
a new light, and how much history is
not so far away.

With the end of the war Wroughton
GT
was used to scrap the many bombers
in service that were no longer re-

Enjoyed Reading This Mag…..?
Have you enjoyed reading the articles in this mag? If so, please write one
and let the world (OK, the club) know what you have been doing. If you don’t
like the articles, how about writing one and showing everybody how it should
be done????
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4 Queensbury Circle Parade
Stanmore, Middx. HA7 1EY
Telephone: 020 8206 0088
Fax: 020 8206 2072
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